Comments — or — Questions?

CALL US!

CANADA: 1-800-263-2387
USA EAST: 1-800-263-2387
USA WEST : 1-800-826-1778

email: installations@egan.com
www.egan.com

WARRANTY

Egan Visual Inc. warrants the frame construction and finish of this product for normal and reasonable use for the period of five (5) years from the date of invoice. This warranty does not apply to defects resulting from lack of normal maintenance, improper cleaning or negligence.

INCLUDED HARDWARE:

1 Mounting Bracket

Wood Markerboards

MOUNTING


**TOOLS REQUIRED:**

Tape Measure, Level, Electric Drill, 1/4” Drill bit

Installer to provide fastening hardware best suited to wall type and cabinet weight. Hollow wall toggle bolts illustrated.

**PICTURE A**

1. Level and mark the bracket position.
2. Drill two holes through mounting bracket 6” in from either end as illustrated.

CAUTION: Ceilings and floors may not always be completely parallel, so adjust bracket level accordingly if necessary.

**PICTURE B**

3. Mark and drill mounting holes in wall using positioned bracket as a guide.
4. Place fastener through bracket, attach toggle end and feed through wall.
5. Secure the toggle bolts. Pull bracket away from wall while tightening. Other fasteners may differ.

**PICTURE C**

6. Place Markerboard onto mounting bracket and slide down to lock into position.
7. If wall is not true, shims are necessary.